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C.C.A.

Greetings from Fruit Ridge Avenue !
Linda and I just came from Leonard Schwalliers Funeral ....Huge !!! Very
fitting for such a great guy and awesome Patriarch. It was great to see
Leonards Children.... What a handsome Family !! Beautiful GrandBabies
and Great Grand Children... Huge Loving Christian Family.
Just talked to Amy ....on Apple Scab ...and Spore Standings... The last
cupla squirts of rain were each only like 1/100th inch of rain...but
amazingly each triggered a small-count-Scab-Spore Discharge.
It aint over til its over....Keep Primary Scab Fungicide rates in the TankMix.
We need a decent rainfall to get the rest of them outta here. But
remember then it takes another decent day-time rainfall to show us zero[0-] on the Spore Rods. Good Grief. No rest for the wicked....but I just
never figured you guys were that naughty....
Amy also mentioned she has found to many Orchards with some
Secondary showing up...??? Those guys are in for a expensive
ordeal...and time consuming.
One of our fave tricks used to be adding 24 oz Syllit FL to our 5
Lbs.Captan 80WDG to fry Secondary .... But the Syllit Label now says
specifically not to use past Full Pink...and its not for any Fruit finish
issues...its strictly for Resistance Management. We're allowed only 2 - 24
oz shots early on ...that's it. As far as I can see, that Label goes also for
NonBearing....we just can't use it now.
We are behind on Rain.... MSU-Phil says to gear up for Watering.
There are some very very encouraging Crop Reports coming in .....We
really want to take good care of those Blocks especially !!
Good Grief I cant wait til June Drop is over and done....so we can really
see whats there !!!
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Alicandro says.... ''''Never take notes at the Coffee Shop on how
many 'PPM' other Guys are supposedly using to thin. You all speak
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too many highly-localized dialects.''''
He is so clever....Cracks me Up !!!
He says when considering 'PPM'.... there are many variables with
G.W.A., TreeSize, and SprayConcentrations. Ya gotta do your own
thing.
Best Wishes to All Ya's .....r

